
Humans often think of
fish as alien creatures, living underwater as
we cannot, and looking and acting in ways 
that seem mightily strange to those of  us 
who breathe air and live on land. But if  we 
knew more about their lives, many kinds 
of  fish might appear even weirder than we 
thought.

According to Fishes of  Alaska, a total of  
309 fish species from 76 families have been 
found in the waters of  Southeast Alaska. 

Many of  their family names suggest how 
weird they seem to us. Ratfishes, spook-
fishes, daggertooths, dreamers, tubesnouts, 
grunt sculpins, lumpsuckers, wolffishes, 
sand lance, and rag fishes—surely these are 
creatures both wondrous and strange.

Scuba diving is the best way to observe 
the greatest variety of  weird fish in their 
natural habitat. Some are amazingly tame 
and divers actually touch and hand-feed 
them.

If  you’re less adventuresome, you can sit 
quietly near a tidal pool or turn over rocks 
to see shallow-water fish such as sculpins, 
gunnels, or pricklebacks. Aquariums in 
Southeast where weird fish are sometimes 
displayed include Auke Bay Biological Labo-
ratory and DIPAC Hatchery in Juneau, and 
the hatchery at Sheldon Jackson College in 
Sitka.

Weird
Fish

One of the weirdest piscatory disguises can be found on 
the decorated warbonnet. Members of the prickleback family, 
these cryptically colored fish look as if they have miniature 
forests of lichens growing on their heads.  Among certain 
plants and coral, these fleshy flaps help make warbonnets 
virtually invisible to their predators and prey. 

Decorated Warbonnet
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 These active little saltwater 
fish, generally two to three inches 
long, can sometimes be seen in 
tide pools in Southeast Alaska, 
where they appear to jump and 
crawl about on the bottom. 

Grunt sculpins get their 
name from the grunting and 
hissing sounds they make when 
they’re removed from the water. 

Female grunt sculpins also 
exhibit rather odd behavior: the 
female chases males until she 
traps one in a rock crevice, then 
she keeps him there until she lays 
her eggs.  A grunt sculpin’s eyes 
each operate independently, so 

Grunt Sculpin

Like grunt sculpins, staghorn 
sculpins also make sounds – they 
hum when they’re under stress. 
Try to take one off your hook and 
you may feel the vibration from 
the humming.

 Staghorns are probably the 
most common of the weird fish 
that sport anglers catch, especially 
if the fisherman’s bait nears the 
bottom. They’re the ones many 
anglers call “double uglies,” and 
they have sharp spines in their 
first dorsal fin and in “antlers” 
along the sides of their heads. 

Staghorn Sculpin

it can watch for danger or prey 
in two directions at once. In the 

photo above, the sculpin’s left eye 
is looking backward. 

There are more species of sculpins in Southeast Alaska than of 
any other kind of fish—56 species in four families, to be exact. 
As with  many of the other fish humans consider “weird,” much 
of their “weirdness” stems from their remarkable and often 
complicated attempts at camouflage and disguise.
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Here’s a fish that can 
look exactly like the rocks 
around it. If you look at 
one in an aquarium, with 
its irregular patches of 
dark brown, green-black, 
white, and purple, it 
looks less like a fish than  
l i ke  a  rock wi th  a 
mouth. 

Buffalo Sculpin 

A lumpsucker can look like a red-
dish brown or pale green round rock 
complete with barnacles. But the spiny 
tubercles on its body are probably more 
useful in discouraging predators than for 
camouflage. 

If a lumpsucker is attacked, it can 
inflate itself.  This change in size and 
shape, along with the sharp spines, 
provides a substantial defense. 

Lumpsuckers probably spend large 
amounts of time stuck to rocks and 
other objects using an adhesive disk on 
their bellies. The disk is actually modified 
fins.

Pacific Spiny Lumpsucker
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These small, elongated 
fish look like eels, but they 
are not.  They have a long 
dorsal fin that extends all 
the way back to the tail, 
where it merges with the tail 
fin, adding further to their 
eel-like appearance.

Gunnels  are often 
found in tidepools filled with 
seaweed, where they hide 
under rocks encrusted with 
barnacles and other growth.  
They are an important food 
for  fish-eating birds such as 
great blue herons and belted 
kingfishers.

Crescent Gunnel

Wolf-eels have sharp 
conical canine teeth for 
tearing and f lat heavy 
molars for crunching. They 
can easily chomp through 
the hard shells of crabs, 
clams, and snails, and can 
deliver a serious bite to 
unwary humans.  

This young eel in our 
photo is about two feet 
long, but adults can grow 
to six feet.

Wolf-eel
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Even “common” fish sometimes 
exhibit behavior that humans 
consider weird. Some Dolly Varden, 
for example, engage in a practice 
known as “streaking.” This seemingly 
odd behavior is an attempt by small, 
precocious males to outsmart larger 
spawning adults in producing the next 
generation.  At the precise moment 
that large males and females are busy 
spawning—mouths agape, bodies 
quivering, sperm and eggs being 
extruded—the young males “streak” 
through, release their own sperm, 
and dart off.

Dolly Varden

What’s the weirdest fish in Southeast waters? It 
might be the spotted ratfish.

Ratfish look as if they were made up by a 
committee that could not agree. They are in the 
family Chimaeridae, named for the female monsters 
in Homer’s Iliad. 

The monsters are described as having a lion’s 
forepart, a goat’s middle, and a dragon’s hind end; 
and the ratfish, too, appears to be made up of several 
different creatures. It has a large rabbit-like head, 
huge green eyes, forward-facing chisel-like teeth, and 
a body that tapers back to a remarkably long, rat-like 
tail, which accounts for its common name. 

Ratfishes’ behavior is about as weird as their 
looks. During elaborate courtship maneuvers, the 
males undergo striking changes in color.  Later,  
females may take up to 30 hours to extrude their egg 
cases, which then hang from their bodies in a long 
filament for another four to six days. 

Male ratfish also have an unusual device called 
a tenaculum on their heads. They use this club-like 
appendage to grasp or stimulate the female during 
mating. 

Ratfish can look pretty incongruous as they glide 
through the water like slow-flying birds by flapping 
their huge pectoral fins.

 These fish are usually seen only by commercial 
fishermen, especially trawlers, and the occasional 
sport angler who accidentally snags one by one of 
those large fins. 

The weirdest
  fish of all?

Doug Wechsler
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